Brexit and the Future of European Energy Integration: The Stakes

by Margherita Bianchi and Alessandro Valentini

With just four months to go before the EU-UK divorce deadline, uncertainty surrounding the implications of Brexit remains high. Out of the many issues that remain to be clarified, Brexit’s impact on European energy integration should not be overlooked.

In the context of an expanding European climate and energy policy framework, the two parties need to agree on a number of energy and climate related policies and tools, from market access to energy security and convergence over decarbonisation plans. The EU’s forward-looking cooperation on climate and energy policies, standards and infrastructures have played a role in keeping energy costs down and supporting a low-carbon transition.

The UK imports both electricity and gas from the EU27 and the European Economic Area (EEA), and serves as a transit country for exchanges between Ireland and continental Europe and between Norway and the EU27. Interconnections play a role in strengthening the resilience and flexibility of the European energy system, and are becoming very important to balance intermittent renewable power generation, thus supporting clean energy consumption. Gas and electricity exchanges are set to rise further if planned new interconnectors between the UK and continental Europe see the light of day (see Figure 1).

Brexit, however, could result in higher energy bills due to the impact of potential trade barriers, threatening an increase in the cost of importing gas and electricity across the channel. Rising costs for energy flows across interconnectors would not only harm consumers, but also have consequences on the security of supply and decarbonisation targets. These fears are shared by several UK and EU businesses,
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a number of which have recently called on leaders to ensure that any Brexit deal include a comprehensive chapter on energy and climate.\footnote{British Irish Chamber of Commerce et al., \textit{Prioritising EU27/UK Cooperation on Climate Change and Energy}, 4 September 2018, https://windeurope.org/?p=15412.}

It is clear that both parties have an interest in an integrated energy market but shared interests are also suffering from an old dispute over principles. The EU does not want the UK to simply pick and choose from the EU acquis as this will likely give advantages to UK businesses. The UK government, on the other hand, does not want to give the impression of agreeing to limit elements of its sovereignty vis-à-vis the EU, itself among the primary reasons for the Brexit vote in the first place.

When it comes to the energy dossier, the Irish question is possibly the most problematic issue on the table. Brexit poses significant challenges for the Irish energy sector, its security, the maintenance of its emergency oil stocks and its regional integration within the European Internal Energy Market.


If the UK does not end up remaining in the internal market, Ireland risks being cut-off from it, implying a greater need to invest in back-up capacity, as well as lower revenues from its exports of wind power and more volatile electricity prices.\footnote{Source: UK Parliament, “Brexit: Energy Security”, in \textit{House of Lords Papers}, No. 63 (29 January 2018), p. 21, https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201719/ldselect/ldeucom/63/63.pdf.}

A second dimension of the Irish problem concerns the joint wholesale electricity market on the island – the Single Electricity Market (SEM) –, which the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland have established over a decade ago. SEM has allowed energy to be traded freely across the border, strengthening energy security.
and helping to keep prices down. A no-deal Brexit would threaten the border agreement reached between Ireland and Northern Ireland in 1998, potentially resulting in electricity blackouts and rising energy bills in the North. In turn, this would likely hamper the preservation of the SEM and the construction of a north-south electricity interconnector on the island.

The UK Government has recently released a guidance note to rely on in the case of a no-deal outcome. The documents do not go into much detail, but do nevertheless highlight a number of negative implications. In a no-deal scenario, EU energy law will not apply to the UK, which will consequently no longer play a role in the EU structure that supports its implementation – such as the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER). Similarly, European energy grant awards, such as those envisioned by the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), would no longer be accessible to the UK after Brexit.

Integration in the field of climate and decarbonisation policies is another piece of the puzzle. The UK government has repeatedly given assurances of its intention to safeguard European environmental standards, no matter the outcome of the Brexit negotiations. The UK’s White Paper on the future relationship with the EU indeed stresses that “The UK’s world leading climate ambitions are set out in domestic law and are more stretching than those that arise from its current obligations under EU Law”, noting how “The UK will maintain these high standards after withdrawal”.

One important issue in this domain concerns the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS). In case of a no-deal Brexit, around 1,000 installations and 140 UK administered aircrafts currently covered by the EU ETS would no longer participate. These include power stations, oil refineries, offshore platforms as well as the iron and steel, cement and lime, paper, glass, ceramics and chemicals industries. The government is in this sense examining different options, depending whether the UK and the EU will reach an agreement or not.

In the first case, the UK could ask to remain in the EU’s ETS or would probably go for its own ETS connected to the European scheme. In the event of a no-deal, the UK’s 2018 budget

---


Moreover, both the EU Commission and the UK Government consider long-term net-zero greenhouse gas emission targets as fundamental to reach the Paris Agreement. However, as the EU adopted a joint National Determined Contribution (NDC) in 2015, both sides will have to clarify future scenarios, including the possibility of two new separate NDCs in order to meet the respective climate goals, similarly to the Norwegian or Icelandic NDCs.\(^\text{11}\)

In this respect, it is hard to think that Brexit could result in positive outcomes for either side when it comes to the energy field. In the event of a no-deal scenario, risks will be particularly high, with adverse effects on energy prices, distribution and decarbonisation targets. In such a scenario, there is little doubt that the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland will be particularly exposed to the adverse fallout.

That being said, the UK and EU27 should – and likely would – continue to cooperate and ultimately find an agreement. Energy is just too sensitive a topic and it is in the fundamental interest of both sides to maintain, and continue to build on, the positive legacy of EU-UK cooperation in the energy field, particularly when it comes to preserving stable and cheap access to energy and updating the ambitious climate standards and targets.
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